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Technical Datas

Instruction

Sterilizer Smoke Machine is a new innovation inspired from the disco fog 
machine.It is used with fog liquid for disco effect and also used with sterilization 
liquid for disinfect sterilization for cars,rooms and etc where is applicable.It’s 
popular for its mini size,huge fog volume and throughout functions.

Power consumption: 900W 

Voltage: 110V/220V / 230V Smoke output: 2000cu.ft / min

Drum volume: 100mI Warm-up time: 5 minutes

Max time: 5 min ; Min time: 2 min

Packing size: 38 * 24 * 37cm 

Weight: 3.7KG

Control mode: timing control (according to the capacity of the liquid to 

adjust the time)



Press “II” gear to the left(Shown on graph 
as    ),and press green button(Graph    ) 
to spray clean water for 
about  2  minutes  to 
c lean up remained 
chemicals.

How To Operate

How to clean Machine

Step 1: start the car, drive the car inside the loop, wind speed 4, open 
the cold wind. The machine is electrified into the auxiliary car of the 
car, and turn on heat-up button to the right(shown as 4 on graph).

Step 2: Preheat for about 2 minutes, wait for the handle green light to 
turn on(Shown on graph as    ) . Then turn the timer switch(Shown 
on graph as    ) (for 100ml liquid chemical, please set 4 to 5 gears on 
timer knob. 80ml below liquid, please set 4 gears or less.)

Step 3: Atomization disinfection about 5 minutes, liquid spray 
machine will automatically shut down, continue to circulate knob 
for about 15 minutes, so that it fully absorb all kinds of odors! After 
the machine finishes, add clean water and filter it according to the 
cleaning process below. 
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Warning for operation

1.Don’t spray fog directly to people on the face.

2.Don’t run machine empty of liquid in case of machine damage.

3.After fogging, don’t turn off machine immediately,keep electricity on 

for 1 to 2 minutes for cooling down machine before finally cutting off 

power.

4.Don’t put machine in wet place for long time without use,always keep 

it dry.

 




